
never stop moving

if i were a metronome

i’d keep better time

everything would be done

with precision

left

then right

repeat.

make that knocking noise

so the world knows 

you’re working.

no breaking the rhythm 

to stop and think

to question

to feel

run until it’s unwound

and when it has

your time is up

the piano stops humming

and your song is over. 



Ardent Fable

I am not who I claim to be

Yet rather

Who I aspire to see at the end of my week

I am not the man at the depths when I sink

Yet rather

The one who swam to the top of the drink

I am not the one who receives the acclaim

Yet rather

The one who toiled in the mud under rain

I am not the everyman’s son you perceive 

Yet rather

A child born to carry the !ame

Beyond "nal fallen leaf.



The Searcher

I searched for the meaning of Life

Apart from the ways of youth

Where told what I know and what I see

Grew out from under each pew.

Tightly it wrapped

From ankle to waist

Then went the arms

Soon lips were erased.

A soldier in an army

Wooden, carved all the same

How high shall I jump?

As I surrender my name.

Cut out like a cancer

Never to grow back

Doors slamming shut

Upon stretch – by rack.

Left with books

Left with sound mind

Left to reconstruct

The meaning of Life.



Alone with idea

Alone with thought

Only one foe remained

Day and night I fought.

I cornered myself

Forcing "nal blow

I cut from the heart

I removed the circus show.

When the dust did settle

In pieces I remained

As blood stained the earth

I was half standing – half slain.

In the deafening silence

My name was called, thrice

Holding my dead I set West

Searching for the meaning of Life.


